INTRODUCTION
The origin of extremely large electronic effective masses (m *) in materials commonly described as heavyfermion systems continues to be a subject to intense investigations. ' Although a few possible scenarios for the mass enhancement have been postulated, there is no general consensus as yet. ' In fact, the possibility that not one, but several different mechanisms lead to the observed large m* in this group We have confirmed the T2 transition by a separate specific-heat measurement performed with a different appartus, involving different addenda (to avoid any possibility of a systematic error), on another assembly of single crystals of UCd». This second measurements was conducted in zero and 14-T fields, in the temperature range from 0.35 to 1.1 K (0 T) and from 0.35 to 2.3 K (14 T) (see Fig. 4 ). An ordering at T, 2 leads to a further decrease of the electronic density of states as evidenced by the lowest-temperature values of C/T in 14 T versus the corresponding value for 0 T.
Our findings agree with the pressure -magneticfield -temperature phase diagram of UCd» inferred from the electrical resistivity in at least two points. Both the specific-heat measurements and electrical resistivity studies do not find direct evidence for two separate phase transitions in zero field at ambient pressure, and second, both investigations indicate that T,2 decreases with H at constant pressure (ambient pressure in the case of the specific heat and 3.8 kbar in the case of the magnetoresistance measurements).
Whether UCdii undergoes only one low-temperature -zero-field -ambient-pressure phase transition or two transitions in a very narrow temperature range [ 
